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• Three different types:
– Restriction (U.S.)
– Elections of Species
– Unity of Invention Requirement (PCT)

• Requirement set forth in Office Action
– Typically made in first Office Action issued
– Can be made at any time prior to final action

• Period for reply is short
– 2-month / 60 day period for reply is normal
– Examiner can set at 3-month by preference

• This is usually done by mistake, but allowed (and favorable)

Restriction Requirements



• Restrictions
– Distinct or Independent inventions claimed

• Identified by “Groups” (of claims)

• Elections of Species
– Multiple embodiments disclosed in the specification

• Identified by “Species”
– Claims cover one or more species

• Unity of Invention Requirement
– Claims cover inventions lacking unity

• Identified by “Inventions”
– Claims must relate to one invention only or to a group of inventions so 

linked as to form a single general inventive concept
• Used in U.S. National Phase applications based on PCT rules

Restriction Requirements



Practice Point

• How a foreign application enters the U.S. 
matters for Restriction Practice
– A “bypass continuation, or paris convention” 

application is examined under U.S. restriction 
practice

– A “national phase” application is examined under 
PCT restriction practice

• For a given case, this could make a 
difference as to whether a restriction 
requirement is received.



• Restriction is proper when the inventions are:
– Independent or Distinct, as claimed, and
– There exists a serious burden on the Examiner if 

restriction is not made
• MPEP 803 defines prima facie cases of serious burden as:

– separate classification,
– separate status in the art, or 
– different field of search

• If any of these can be shown, a rebuttal presumption is created 
that a serious burden exists

• If none can be shown, restriction is not proper

Restriction Requirements -US



Example US Restriction



• When a single PCT application or U.S. National 
Phase application claims a group of inventions
– The inventions must have a technical relationship 

among those inventions involving one or more of the 
same or corresponding special technical features (STF)

• STF means those technical features that define a contribution 
which each of the claimed inventions, considered as a whole, 
makes over the prior art

• STF cannot be a feature that is known in the prior art

Unity of Invention - PCT



PCT Restriction



PCT Restriction



PCT Restriction



Practical Effects

• The U.S., in general, is much more likely 
to allow multiple claims in the same 
category without restriction (although 
election of species may be required)

• The PCT, in general, is much more likely 
to allow multiple categories (so long as 
they are linked by a common technical 
feature)



• Imposed by Examiner to limit patent application 
to only one independent or distinct invention
– “Independent” means completely unrelated

• No disclosed relationship between the inventions claimed, 
i.e., the inventions are unconnected in design, operation, and 
effect

– “Distinct" means somehow related, but separate
• Related inventions are distinct if the inventions as claimed 

are not connected in at least one of design, operation, or 
effect (e.g., can be made by, or used in, a materially different 
process) and 

• At least one invention is patentable (novel and nonobvious) 
over the other 

– although both inventions may each be unpatentable over prior art

Restrictions



• Process and Apparatus for Its Practice
– Distinctness can be shown if:

• The process as claimed can be practiced by another materially 
different apparatus or by hand, or 

• The apparatus as claimed can be used to practice another 
materially different process

• Process of Making and Product Made
– Distinctness can be shown if:

• The process as claimed is not an obvious process of making 
the product and the process as claimed can be used to make 
other and different products, or 

• The product as claimed can be made by another and materially 
different process

Related Invention Examples



• Apparatus and Product Made
– Distinctness can be shown if:

• The apparatus as claimed is not an obvious apparatus for 
making the product and the apparatus as claimed can be used 
to make other and different products, or

• The product claimed can be made by another and materially 
different apparatus

• Product and Process of Using
– Distinctness can be shown if:

• The process of using as claimed can be practiced with another 
materially different product, or

• The product as claimed can be used in a materially different 
process

Related Invention Examples



To Traverse or Not?

• In general, we advise not to traverse 
restriction requirements.

• The applicant must concede that the groups or species are obvious –
thus, a prior art rejection against one, may impact patentability of both.



• In reply to a restriction, election of an invention, 
by identifying a Group of claims, must be made
– Even if the restriction is being traversed, a 

provisional election must still be made
– Traversal should be made carefully

• Substantive traversal of restriction may result in an 
admission that the identified inventions are not patentably 
distinct

• Traversal on the grounds that no serious burden exists is 
always safe

– However, not generally effective, as Examiners have a wide 
discretion in this area

Restrictions



• Claims reading on the non-elected inventions, if not 
canceled, are nevertheless withdrawn from further 
consideration by the election
– Withdrawn claims are subject to reinstatement in the event 

the requirement for restriction is withdrawn or overruled

• If no traversal, or non-successful traversal, 
restriction is made final
– After restriction is made final, claims / amendments cannot 

be presented that are directed to a non-elected invention
• Pursue non-elected inventions in divisional applications

– Divisional applications must each contain claims relating to 
only one invention or further restrictions will be required

Restrictions



When to Traverse



U.S. Traversal Example



Successful Traversal -US

• Applicant traverses the restriction of 
Groups I and II, and believes claims 1-13 
and 14-16 can be examined together.  
Initially, it is noted that both Group I and 
Group II are drawn to methods for 
recovery of olefins, and each are classified 
in 585.  Accordingly, there would not be a 
serious search burden on the Examiner.



Successful Traversal - US

• Further, Applicant notes that the Examiner relies on MPEP 
form paragraph 8.20.02, “Unrelated Inventions.”  The 
Examiner’s Note for this form paragraph, note 1, indicates that 
form paragraph 8.20.02 is “to be used only when claims are 
presented to unrelated inventions, e.g., a necktie and a 
locomotive bearing not disclosed as capable of use together.”  
In the instant case, the method of claims 1-13 and that of 
claims 14-16 are not as disparate as a necktie and a bearing.  

• Rather, Applicant notes that both Group I and Group II are 
each related to a method of recovery of olefins.  This is 
evident by the Examiner’s own description of the groups.  
Further, the “effect” of both method groups is the separation 
and recovery of olefins from a mixture; the source of the 
mixture is not an “effect” as asserted by the Examiner.  For 
the foregoing reasons, Applicant requests that claims 1-16 be 
examined together.



U.S. Restriction Tips

• Only traverse in situations where the 
restriction is clearly erroneous

• Consider whether rejoinder is likely
– I.e., claim is just a method of using the 

product.
• If the product is patentable, the method will be 

rejoined, so pointless to argue



PCT Traversal

• Under PCT Rule 13.2, unity of invention exists when there is a 
technical relationship among the claimed inventions involving 
one or more special technical features.  The term “special 
technical features” is defined as meaning those technical 
features that define a contribution which each of the 
inventions considered as a whole, makes over the prior art.  

• The determination is made based on the contents of the 
claims as interpreted in light of the description and drawings.  
“If…there is a single general inventive concept that appears 
novel and involves inventive step, then there is unity of 
invention and an objection of lack of unity does not arise…the 
benefit of any doubt being given to the applicant.”  MPEP §
1850.  (Emphasis added).



PCT Traversal

• “Although lack of unity of invention should 
certainly be raised in clear cases, it should 
neither be raised nor maintained on the 
basis of a narrow, literal or academic 
approach.” 

• Applicant respectfully notes that the 
International Searching Authority did not 
reject these claims for lack of unity of 
invention.



PCT Tips

• Very difficult to successfully argue PCT, 
unless the special technical feature is clearly 
patentable over the prior art

• Examiner will often cite prior art as negating a 
STF, which is usually then used in an OA.  
Amendments made can help with both the 
RR and anticipated OA

• Consider whether to enter as a bypass 
continuation if you have multiple claims in the 
same category



• Divisional Applications
– Can be filed at any time during pendency of parent
– Example:

Restrictions

Original 
Application

PTO Restriction 
(breaking out five groups of claims)

I, II, III, IV, V

Election - Group I - Claims 1-10

Group I Claims Issue as a Patent

Divisional App 1 – Group II Claims 11-20

Abandon

Divisional App 2 – Group III Claims 21-30 and Group V Claims 41-50

Divisional App 3 – Group IV Claims 31-40

PTO Restriction 
(breaking out two groups of claims)

III and V

Election - Group III - Claims 21-30



• Rejoinder
– Rejoinder involves withdrawal of a restriction 

requirement between an allowable elected invention 
and a non-elected invention, and examination of the 
formerly non-elected invention on the merits

– The propriety of a restriction requirement should be 
reconsidered when all the claims directed to the elected 
invention are in condition for allowance

– In order to be eligible for rejoinder, a claim to a non-
elected invention must depend from or otherwise 
require all the limitations of an allowable claim

– Amendments may be made to make rejoinder more 
likely

Restrictions



• Rejoinder example
– Restriction is made between a product and a process 

of making and/or using the product
– Where the product invention is elected and 

subsequently found to be allowable:
– All claims to a non-elected process invention that 

depend from, or otherwise require all the limitations of, 
an allowable claim are eligible for rejoinder

• If applicant cancels all the claims directed to a non-elected 
process invention before rejoinder cannot occur

• Rejoined claims are not allowed, merely examined 
• All criteria for patentability must be separately met

– That is, the requirements of 35 U.S.C. 101, 102, 103 and 112

Restrictions



• Imposed by the Examiner when multiple different 
embodiments of same invention are disclosed in the 
specification 

• Applicant must elect a single embodiment as the focus of the 
initial patent search
– Must include a statement identifying the claims that 

correspond to the elected embodiment
– Include a statement of which, if any, of the claims are 

generic to one or more embodiments
• Claim correspondence can be complex!

– Each claim may generically cover multiple different embodiments

Election of Species



Species Requirement



• Examiner identifies species and (usually) attempts 
to indicate claim coverage and generic claims

• Upon making an election in reply
– First, identify all claims that read on elected species
– Next, identify all other species any of those claims read on

• This defines any “generic” claims
– If any claims are generic, identify any claims that read on 

any non-elected species covered by a generic claim
• Leave those claims pending, but withdrawn
• Claims to non-elected species covered by a generic claim will be 

rejoined and considered, upon allowance of that generic claim

Election of Species



• General Test for Claim Sorting:
– When a claim recites limitations which are found only in 

a single species, then the claim reads only specifically 
on that species

– When a claim recites only limitations that are common 
to two or more species, then the claim reads generically 
on those two or more species

• Claims do not have to cover all identified species to be generic
– If no allowable generic claims exist:

• Non-elected claims can never be considered
• Election of species is then similar to restriction
• Divisionals must be filed to pursue non-elected species

Election of Species



Election of Species Tips

• Always try to include a generic claim 
(allows for rejoinder of non-elected 
species)

• Be careful about how the specification 
describes different embodiments
– Specifically listing out embodiments as first, 

second, third, fourth, fifth, will often lead to an 
election of species requirement



Election of Species

• Can independently traverse species 
requirements, as Examiners often get 
these wrong



Successful Traversal

• The Examiner has also required an election of species, 
asserting that propylene, butene, and butadiene are 
patentably distinct species.  Applicant notes that claim 1, 
among others, includes two reaction zones processing 
different feeds, such as a first n-alkane and a first isoalkane.  
Claim 1 also encompasses mixed feeds to the second 
reaction zone, such as a mixture of isobutane and n-butane 
(the first isoalkane and second n-alkane, respectively).

• Applicant further notes that dehydrogenation of butane may 
result in both butene and butadiene.  Applicant thus questions 
the need, as well as the ability, to select a single species or a 
single grouping of patentably indistinct species, the Examiner 
indicating propylene, butene, and butadiene as being distinct.  
For this reason, the species election is respectfully traversed.



ご清聴ありがとうございました

お問い合わせ先

Osha Liang LLP
Two Houston Center

Suite 3500
909 Fannin St.

Houston, TX 77009
JapanTeam@oshaliang.com

mailto:JapanTeam@oshaliang.com
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